Abstract. For any finite group G, we construct a spectral sequence for computing the Bredon cohomology of a G-CW complex X, starting with the cohomology of X H / K>H X K with suitable local coefficients, for various H ≤ G.
Introduction
Equivariant homotopy theory is the study of G-spaces -topological spaces equipped with a continuous action of a group G -using homotopy-theoretic methods. In [Bre] , Bredon proposed a framework for studying a G-space X using the system of fixed point sets X H for various subgroups H ≤ G. In particular, he introduced an equivariant cohomology theory H * G (X; M ), for any coefficient system M : O op G → AbGp defined on the orbit category O G (cf. §1.1). Bredon cohomology has become one of the major theoretical tools of equivariant homotopy theory. However, it is notoriously difficult to calculate. Our goal here is to describe a spectral sequence converging to H * G (X; M), for a finite group G, starting from "local" information at the various fixed point sets X H . In fact, the spectral sequence takes the form H / K>H X K . See Theorem 4.1 below. The idea for this spectral sequence is based on a more general construction of localto-global spectral sequences for the cohomology of a diagram X : I → C (cf. [BJT] , and compare [JP, R] ); however, the latter only works for directed indexing categories I, so it does not apply to Bredon cohomology. Note also that Moerdijk and Svensson have a different construction of a spectral sequence for computing Bredon cohomology (see [MS] ).
One might expect the spectral sequence constructed here to start from the Bredon cohomology H * W H (X H ; M H ) at the various fixed point sets. We were not able to obtain such a spectral sequence directly. However, we do have another spectral sequence of the form:
thus allowing us to compute these fixed-point-set Bredon cohomology groups, too, from the reduced cohomology with local coefficients. See Theorem 4.14.
0.1. Remark. There is a version of Bredon cohomology for any topological group G (in particular, for a compact Lie group), based on choosing a family of (closed) subgroups of G (see [DK2, I] ). However, in this case the orbit category O G is itself topologically (or simplicially) enriched, so the diagram systems involved are more complicated. Our methods do not work in this situation, in general, because the filtration (2.3) that we use need not be exhaustive. Therefore, throughout this paper we assume that G is a finite group. We would like to thank Wolfgang Lück for pointing out that our spectral sequence is similar in spirit to the much more general p-chain spectral sequence of [DL] . However, our construction is different, and in this special case we can describe the E 1 -term and differential quite explicitly. 0.2. Notation and conventions. All mapping spaces Map(−, −) are simplicial sets, and the category of simplicial sets will be denoted by S. The category of topological spaces will be denoted by T, and its objects will be denoted by boldface letters: X, Y . . . . We use H * G for Bredon cohomology, to distinguish it from cohomology with local coefficients, denoted simply by H * Γ . 0.3. Organization. In Section 1 we provide some background on G-spaces, the orbit category O G , and Bredon cohomology. In Section 2 we define the filtration on the orbit category which is the basis for our spectral sequences. In Section 3 we recall some basic facts about cohomology with local coefficients in our connection, and in Section 4 we construct the two spectral sequences. 0.4. Acknowledgements. We would like to thank the referee for his or her comments and suggestions.
Bredon cohomology
Bredon introduced a cohomology theory for G-spaces, using the following notions:
1.1. The orbit category. Let G be a fixed (finite) group. A basic G-set is the set of left cosets G/H for some subgroup H ≤ G, with the left G-action. The orbit category O G of G has the basic G-sets as objects, and G-equivariant maps as morphisms.
(induced by the inclusion i : H ֒→ K a −1 ), followed by an isomorphism
(see [Bre, I, §3] • i * and φ
and φ
is the identity). Therefore, the automorphism group
Note that if a is in K a −1 , the right multiplication R a induces the identity map
1.4. G-spaces. For any (finite) group G, a G-space is a topological space X ∈ T equipped with a left G-action. The category of G-spaces with G-equivariant continuous maps, simply called G-maps, will be denoted by G-T. We write X H for the fixed point set {x ∈ X : hx = x ∀h ∈ H} of X under a subgroup H ≤ G.
The notion of G-CW complexes (for topological groups) was introduced in [M1, I] : a G-CW complex X is the union of sub G-spaces X n such that X 0 is a disjoint union of basic G-sets G/H, and X n+1 is obtained from X n by attaching G-cells of the form G/H × D n+1 (where D n+1 is a (n + 1)-disc with boundary S n ) with attaching G-maps G/H × S n → X n . For finite G, this is equivalent to X being a CW-complex on which G acts cellularly (see [tD] ). Subcomplexes and relative G-CW complexes are defined in the obvious way. For any G-space X, there is a G-CW complex X and a weak G-homotopy equivalence γ : X → X.
For any collection F of subgroups of G closed under conjugation, there is a simplicial model category structure on G-T, due to Dwyer and Kan, in which (i) A G-map f : X → Y is a weak equivalence (respectively, a fibration) if for each H ∈ F , the restriction f | X H is a weak equivalence (respectively, a Serre fibration).
See [DK1, §2] .
Bredon's approach to G-equivariant homotopy theory, extended by Elmendorf in [E] to compact Lie groups, reduces the study of a G-space X to the system of fixed point sets under the subgroups of G:
and the category of all such diagrams will be denoted by
has a projective simplicial model category structure in which a map f :
is a weak equivalence (respectively, a fibration). The mapping spaces are defined using the simplicial structure in C by Map
.3] and compare [P] ). [E, Theorem 1] ). We shall usually denote ΦX by X.
In fact, this adjoint pair constitutes a simplicial Quillen equivalence between G-T and
Using the "singular-realization" adjoint pair S ⇋ T, one can translate the DwyerKan result to our context. For any topological space Z, with trivial G-action, the associated basic G-spaces are those of the form G/K × Z (K ≤ G). We denote the corresponding fixed
where Z ψ is a copy of Z, and the structure map Z G/K (φ op ) sends Z ψ by the identity homeomorphism to Z ψ•φ . In particular, Z Id is the copy of Z indexed by Id :
, and we have:
is an n-cell in T, and similarly for the n-sphere S
constructed inductively by a process of "attaching cells": i.e., The notion of a cellular diagram can be defined more generally -see [P, §3] .
1.12. Fact (cf. [E] ). For any G-space X and X ∈ T O op G , ΨΦX is a G-CW complex, ΦΨX is a cellular diagram, the unit X → ΨΦX is a G-weak homotopy equivalence, and the counit ΦΨX → X is a weak equivalence of diagrams.
1.13. Assumption. From now on we assume that all our G-CW-complexes are of the form X = ΨΦX ′ for some G-space X ′ .
1.14. Bredon cohomology. Let G be a (finite) group, and let M : [Bre, §6] ). Equivalently, applying the functor Ψ to K(M , n) yields a G-space K(M, n) with the property that K(M , n) H is an (ordinary) EilenbergMac Lane space of type K(M (G/H), n). In particular, for H = {e} we see that
By [DK1, Theorem 3.1] , the function complex Map G (X, Y) of G-maps between two G-CW complexes X and Y is weakly equivalent to the mapping space Map
(1.7)), at least if X is cofibrant and Y is fibrant. Thus the study of G-maps between G-spaces (up to homotopy) is reduced to the study of mapping spaces of diagrams.
The n-th Bredon cohomology group of a G-space X with coefficients in M may then be defined to be
where we assume that X is cofibrant and K(M , n) is fibrant in the model category
See [Bre, (6.1)] . Since Ψ induces a simplicial Quillen equivalence, we obtain a natural isomorphism
See [Bro] for a definition of singular equivariant (co)homology (for finite groups), [W] for cellular equivariant homology, and [M2] for cohomology, when G is an arbitrary topological group.
A filtration on the orbit category
The spectral sequence we construct here is based on the following filtration of
For any subgroup H of G, we define the length of H in G, denoted by len G H, to be the maximal 0 ≤ k < ∞ such that there exists a sequence of proper inclusions of subgroups:
This induces a filtration
by full subcategories, where Obj
Since G is finite, the filtration is exhaustive: if len G {e} = N -that is, the longest possible sequence (2.2) in G has N inclusions of proper subgroups -then
with G/K ∈ F m , with the obvious commuting triangles as maps.
2.4. Definition. Denote by S k the k-th stratum of the filtration -that is, the full subcategory of O op G whose objects are in F k \ F k−1 . Note that all the maps in S k are isomorphisms (by the description in §1.1), and conversely, any isomorphism in O op G are contained in some S k . Any other map in O op G strictly increases filtration. We let F k denote the collection of subgroups H < G such that G/H ∈ F k , and
2.5. The tower of mapping spaces. If C is any simplicially enriched category with colimits, the inclusion
If we assume Y is pointed, (2.6) becomes a tower of pointed simplicial sets.
Note that J *
The counit of the adjunction will be denoted by
Proof. We can filter X by sub-cellular diagrams in T O op G :
where
To prove the last statement, we shall show that for cellular X, ξ k−1 τ k−1 X is isomorphic to Q k−1 X, and the counit η k−1 is just the cellular inclusion Q k−1 X ֒→ Q k X. For this, by definition of the adjunction counit it suffices to show that the restriction map
is a natural isomorphism for any Y ∈ T F k : in other words, that any map of
We show this by induction on the cellular skeleta (X p ) ∞ p=0 : For p = 0, we have
is well-defined, and determines
, and thus h 0 :
For the induction step, assume we have the following solid diagram, and wish must define the unique h p :
(2.9)
Note that the diagram maps here have different indexing categories.
By definition of the cellular skeleta, the commuting square in the following diagram
Since all the disc-summands in the lower left corner are indexed by objects G/H α ∈ F k−1 , as above h(G/H α ) determines g by Fact 1.9, which also ensures that g and
agree on the sphere-summands, using commutativity of (2.9).
2.10. Corollary. If X is a G-CW complex, and X = ΦX, each τ k X is cofibrant and η k−1 :
Proof. Use Assumption 1.13 and Fact 1.12.
2.11. Definition. For X as above, let C k denote the (homotopy) cofiber of η k−1 :
. 2.12. Corollary. For X as above and any fibrant pointed Y ∈ C O op G , we have a fibration sequence of fibrant simplicial sets:
2.14. Remark. Under the assumptions of the Corollary, (2.6) is a tower of fibrations (of Kan complexes), whose (homotopy) limit is the function complex M = Map
(X, Y ) we are interested in. Its homotopy spectral sequence thus converges to the homotopy groups of M. In order to make use of it, we need to identify the homotopy groups of the successive fibers F k . 
Recall that a skeleton of a category C is any full subcategory sk C whose objects consist of one representative for each isomorphism type (cf. [McL, IV, §4] ). Any two skeleta of C are isomorphic (and equivalent to C).
Lemma. For every
can be factored uniquely as an isomorphism φ :
(2.20) by (2.20) , using commutativity of:
with Θā having the same effect on i
(as a W H -space) for any H ∈ S k , and :
Since all maps in S k are isomorphisms, by §2.5, it suffices to consider only its skeleton sk S k . Therefore:
The space of S k -diagram maps is thus equivalent to the indicated space of W Hequivariant maps, so we have reduced the study of the fiber in (2.13) once more to the equivariant category of topological spaces, but for a different (and simpler!) finite group. We see from (2.7) that for each G/H ∈ S k , the cofiber C k (G/H) appearing in (2.23) is the (homotopy) colimit of the following diagram W : J → T:
The forgetful functor U : 
The category J has an W H -action by endofunctors as above, and the functor W is induced by the given X is W H -equivariant.
, and in fact the (homotopy) colimit of the diagram
is just X H = H<K X K , with the W H -action induced by the action on
is a cofibration, inducing together a cofibration W (ν) : X H ֒→ X H . Therefore, the (homotopy) colimit C k (G/H) of W over (2.24) is the (homotopy) cofiber of W (ν), i.e., X H H , again with the obvious W H -action.
Cohomology with local coefficients
For a group Γ, let EΓ denote any contractible space with a free Γ-action, and BΓ = EΓ/Γ the classifying space of Γ.
3.1. Definition. For any Γ-space X, the associated free Γ-space is EΓ × X with diagonal Γ-action. The Borel construction on X is the (homotopy) quotient X hΓ := EΓ × Γ X -that is, the orbit space of EΓ × X.
When X has a point x 0 fixed by Γ, the associated pointed free Γ-space is the quotient EΓ ⋉ X := EΓ × X/EΓ × {x 0 } , with Γ-action induced from diagonal action on EΓ × X. The pointed Borel construction on X is X * hΓ := EΓ ⋉ Γ X = EΓ ⋉ X/Γ . Note that EΓ × Γ { * } ≃ BΓ, and the constant map X → { * } thus induces a natural map p : EΓ × Γ X → BΓ. In particular, for a Γ-module M,
is called the twisted Eilenberg-Mac Lane space (cf. [G] ). The canonical map p :
3.2. Definition. Let M be a Γ-module. The n-th cohomology group with local coefficients of any space θ : X → BΓ over BΓ is defined by: n) ) . In particular, any homomorphism τ : π 1 X → Γ allows us think of M as a π 1 X-module; composing Bτ with the canonical map X → Bπ 1 X shows that this definition generalizes the original notion of cohomology with a local coefficient system (see [S] ).
The mapping space on the right side of (3.3) is defined by the pullback diagram:
Note further that by [GJ, VI, §4] we have a natural isomorphism:
3.5. Definition. Let X be a Γ-space and M a Γ-module. The corresponding n-th reduced cohomology group with coefficients in M is defined: [GJ, Lemma 4.13] ). Here (T/BΓ) * is the pointed over-category, with objects u : Y → BΓ equipped with a splitting σ : BΓ → Y, for u. The mapping spaces in this category from the object p : EΓ × Γ X → BΓ with splitting s : BΓ → EΓ × Γ X is defined by the pullback diagram:
3.6. Proposition. If X is a pointed Γ-CW complex (with base point x 0 fixed by Γ), and M is a Γ-module, then for any 0 ≤ i ≤ n we have:
We have a cofibration sequence of Γ-spaces:
By (3.4) and (3.3) we have
and
to the top cofibration sequence in (3.8) yields a split fibration sequence of simplicial abelian groups:
and thus (using (3.9)), a split short exact sequence of homotopy groups:
On the other hand, we know that the last two terms fit into a split short exact sequence: [GJ, VI, §4] ), so there is a natural isomorphism (3.7) for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
is a cofibration sequence of pointed Γ-CW complexes and M is a Γ-module, we have a long exact sequence in reduced cohomology with local coefficients:
Proof. The functorial colimit EΓ ⋉ − preserves cofibration sequences, so (3.12)
is a homotopy cofibration sequence of pointed Γ spaces. Applying Map Γ (−, K(M, n)) to (3.12) yields a fibration sequence in S * , whose long exact sequence in homotopy groups is the required one, by Proposition 3.6.
3.13. Lemma. If X is a Γ-CW complex with x 0 fixed by Γ, and free action on X \ {x 0 }, and M is a Γ-module, then for any 0 ≤ i ≤ n:
Proof. In our case the diagram (3.8) fits into a diagram of Γ-spaces:
where the vertical maps are projections onto the second factor; since p and q are (non-equivariant) homotopy equivalences, so is r.
Note that r : EΓ ⋉ X → X induces homotopy equivalences on all fixed point sets (which consist only of the basepoint for all {e} = H ≤ G), so by [JS, Theorem (1.1)] r is in fact a Γ-homotopy equivalence. Therefore, it induces a weak equivalence:
so the claim follows from Proposition 3.6.
From Fact 2.16 and Lemma 3.13 we deduce:
3.16. Lemma. For any finite group G, G-CW complex X, coefficient system M : O op G → AbGp, and n > 0, let X be the fixed point set diagram for X, and
for 0 ≤ i < n, where F k (X, Y ) is as in Definition 2.11 and M H := M (G/H).
3.17. Definition. Given a G-CW complex X and fixed G/H ∈ S k+1 , we have a diagram of W H -spaces:
in which all rows and columns are cofibration sequences. Denote the connecting map for the bottom row in (3.18) (a cofibration sequence of pointed W H -spaces) by
By Corollary 3.11 we have a long exact sequence in reduced cohomology with coefficients in a W H -module M, with connecting homomorphism:
3.21. Remark. If Γ acts on a (pointed) space Y as a subgroup of Γ ′ , we can replace EΓ by EΓ ′ (which is still a contractible space with a free Γ action) in constructing EΓ × Y, EΓ × Γ Y, EΓ ⋉ Y, and EΓ ⋉ Γ Y.
3.22. The change of groups map. Given a G-CW complex X and H ∈ F k+1 , we have a homeomorphism of pointed spaces:
The W H -action on the left-hand side transfers to the right-hand side as follows:
For any G-module M , we define the change of groups map:
to be the following composite: The map η is constructed by an "averaging" process, as follows: First, note that by (3.23), we have:
in each mapping space in the right hand side of (3.25) (and verify that the result is indeed W L -equivariant).
For any a ∈ N G H and
H -equivariant -that is, that the following diagram commutes:
is in fact in the left hand side of (3.25) -that is, it defines a
From Proposition 3.6 we deduce: 3.26. Corollary. Given a G-CW complex X, a G-module M , and H ∈ F k+1 , we have a change of groups homomorphism
The spectral sequences
Our goal is to understand how the Bredon cohomology of a G-CW complex X can be computed in terms of local information -that is, the fixed point sets X H for various subgroups H ≤ G.
Conceptually, this local data should depend only on the Bredon cohomology of X H with respect to the action of the automorphism group W H . In practice, the local data is more delicate, since it is expressed in terms of the reduced cohomology groups of X H with local coefficients. In fact, we have two different spectral sequences, which allow us to compute both Bredon cohomology groups (of X itself, and of X H ) in terms of reduced cohomology with local coefficients.
First, we state our main result:
4.1. Theorem. For any finite group G, G-CW complex X, and coefficient system
there is a first quadrant spectral sequence with: 
By Lemma 3.16 we have:
Finally, set t := n − i, and note that if we replace n by n − 1, we simply apply the loop functor Ω to the diagram Y , and thus to the tower of fibrations (2.6). Therefore, the spectral sequences for different n all agree.
is induced from the long exact sequences in π * of the fibration sequences (2.13) for k and k + 1 by the composite:
where the first group is:
and the last group is:
both of which are finite direct sums of abelian groups.
To define a homomorphism into the direct sum (product), it suffices to describe its component in each summand of (4.4) indexed by G/H ∈ sk S k+1 :
First, note that the connecting homomorphism ∂ t in the fibration sequence (2.13) for k + 1 is induced by the connecting map δ k+1 in the cofibration sequence:
, where δ k+1 (G/H) is the connecting map δ H in the middle horizontal cofibration sequence in (3.18).
By (2.7) we have:
where the colimit, taken over all
corresponding to the inclusion i : H ֒→ L (inducing the map denoted by µ * in (3.24)).
The decomposition (4.5) is clearly unaffected by the isomorphism in (4.2), and the map s * k is induced by the quotient map s k in the cofibration sequence:
It might seem that we must evaluate s k at all G/L ∈ F k with H < L. However, in order to define the homomorphism out of the direct sum (coproduct) (4.3), it suffices to describe its component on each summand, and since we are mapping into the summand for G/H ∈ sk S k+1 , we need only consider subgroups L > H with G/L ∈ sk S k . and for these we have: s k (G/L) = q (the lower left vertical quotient map in (3.18)).
We thus see that the composite (4.2) is induced by the composite:
which is justδ H of (3.19) by naturality of the connecting maps in the diagram of cofibration sequences (3.18). At this point we have shown that, given a W H -map
. By Lemma 3.16 this yields a homomorphism: 
is induced by the equivalence of categories τ : First, we define a free category C with objects Obj (E
The maps of C will be generated by those of E H m , together with a new map ( φ
in the obvious way, with
We define E H m to be the quotient category of C, with the same object set, in which two morphisms f and g are identified if and only if U m f = U m g. 
and noting that all the groups acting in E H m do so via the N G H-action.
is an isomorphism class of elements in E 
H , this yields a partition:
where the second equality follows from (4.12) and Definition 2.17. On the other hand, let D
We may assume for simplicity that ϑ op and ζ op are in the skeleton -that is, they are induced by inclusions:
is faithful, the possible mapsψ op are determined by
We conclude that for
is itself a coproduct of cells, viz.:
The cellularity of X • U m now follows by induction from (1.11) and Fact 1.9.
Furthermore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the lattice of groups L with H ≤ L ≤ N G H and the lattice of subgroupsL := L/H of W H = N G H/H, which induces an inclusion of categories I :
, and thus
for any G-space X by [May, II, §1] .
4.14. Theorem. For any finite group G, G-CW complex X, and coefficient system M : O op G → AbGp, for each subgroup H ≤ G there is a first quadrant spectral sequence with: Note that any map of diagrams must be equivariant with respect to the action of the automorphisms of such objects, so:
However, in order for a collection ofW 
4.15. Remark. Given a G-CW complex X and a coefficient system M , we have two spectral sequences for computing the Bredon cohomology groups H * W H (X H ; M H ), given by Theorems 4.1 and 4.14, respectively, both starting with reduced cohomology groups with local coefficients. However, they are not identical, since the modified fixed point sets appearing in the E 1 -term of the first spectral sequence are restricted to (X H )L L forL ≤ W H , while in the second spectral sequence we allow all
is trivial, so by (3.10) the reduced cohomology is just ordinary (non-equivariant) cohomology.
4.16. Remark. For finite G and any G-CW complex X, Bredon also defined its cellular equivariant homology groups, and this definition was extended to arbitrary G-spaces by Bröcker in [Bro] , and to arbitrary topological groups by Willson in [W] . However, these constructions are in terms of appropriate chain complexes, rather than mapping spaces of diagrams as in (1.15), so our methods do not yield analogous spectral sequences in Bredon homology.
